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▶JEW INVESTIGATION Anonymous  06/25/17 (Sun) 

23:51:54 8dbf2d No.10150460>>10153225 >>10153662 >>10154527 >>10155900 >>10157177 [Watch Thread][Show All Posts] 

DAVID TASSILO IS A JEW THAT OWNS ALMOST ALL MAJOR PORN SITES AND NOBODY KNOWS 

WHAT HE LOOKS LIKE 

He is never mentioned in the media, he is one of the wealthiest people in the world and he has a lot of taken down 

accounts. 

▶Anonymous  06/25/17 (Sun) 23:53:04 8dbf2d No.10150466 

File (hide): c48337d9b07644e⋯.png (103.62 KB, 1328x318, 664:159, linkedin down.PNG) 

 

His linkedin is down 

 

▶Anonymous  06/25/17 (Sun) 23:53:40 8dbf2d No.10150470>>10153670 >>10158576 

File (hide): 1833d5de0bf4d1c⋯.png (762.45 KB, 653x565, 653:565, this twitter is obviously ….PNG) 
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Found possible twitter and it looks like it belongs to someone rich so it's probably him 
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File (hide): 3a830ed069ce873⋯.jpg (104.84 KB, 365x674, 365:674, wat he owns.jpg) 
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This is everything he owns 
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File (hide): fcf0f8fc5e50b35⋯.jpg (56.74 KB, 600x450, 4:3, what tabs and what is this.jpg) 
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What tabs does he have open? Can someone sharpen this image or something? And where is this place? 

 

▶Anonymous  06/25/17 (Sun) 23:55:28 c2f191 No.10150483 

bump 

 

▶Anonymous  06/25/17 (Sun) 23:55:40 8dbf2d No.10150484 

File (hide): 42d36b1d31894e2⋯.jpg (42.46 KB, 468x286, 18:11, Greedy Jews.jpg) 

 
>Over 200 million net-worth 

>Not a single picture of him 

>Jewish name 

hmmm 

 

▶Anonymous  06/25/17 (Sun) 23:59:38 8dbf2d No.10150499 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm7473093/ 

Not even a picture on IMDB but maybe check the actors of these films? I'll check a few but I don't think I'll be able to 

check all of them without help. Maybe they have a selfie with the director or something? 
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>>10150478 

Looks like AirBNB, Kayak.com or Expedia, and the W one I don't know. It's just travel shit. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 00:00:58 8e9f68 No.10150502>>10150505 

File (hide): 2a0534a767da102⋯.png (146.57 KB, 1304x856, 163:107, MindGeek.png) 

 

File (hide): b284a239c7b8eaf⋯.jpeg(936 B, 10x10, 1:1,BypassSpurdo.jpeg) 

 

>>10150472 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 00:01:31 c2f191 No.10150505 

>>10150502 

beat me to it 
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File (hide): ba5248b5c8f34e0⋯.jpg (33.8 KB, 1200x78, 200:13, 7lxqdflw.jpg) 

 

>>10150478 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fthWzr7YaMI 
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▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 00:12:03 3ed4ff No.10150533>>10150546 >>10150558 

Pornography is biological warfare. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 00:13:10 aea521 No.10150537 

File (hide): 2483cf38cfc081a⋯.png (364.21 KB, 1000x563, 1000:563, 4bb867a8130872a469f838463c….png) 

 

Are we sure this is his real name? It could be a fake to lead people on a false trail 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 00:20:14 e2c63a No.10150546>>10150558 

>>10150533 

Why else would it be so easy to get for free? 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 00:22:45 0619da No.10150551 

Hey everyone, we have a thread about Mindgeek running right now, 

http://8ch.net/pol/res/10111450.html 
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So if anyone wants to help out, we're doing our best to dox these bastards. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 00:25:01 0619da No.10150557>>10150565 

File (hide): ddbd65dcbb65be1⋯.png (125.46 KB, 800x707, 800:707, madeline L kuennen.PNG) 

 

>>10150520 

The woman who made that video is Madeline L kuennen. Thank you for adding more onto the info dox 
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File (hide): 3abdfda617db6ad⋯.jpg (302.78 KB, 1200x868, 300:217, chatting-about-jew-ishness….jpg) 

 

File (hide): 7923811cb1e3086⋯.jpg (655.92 KB, 3000x2128, 375:266, james-deen-11-3015-1448897….jpg) 

 
File (hide): 709ee27496f25a6⋯.jpg (183.66 KB, 1420x1014, 710:507, james-deen-joanna-angel-ge….jpg) 
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>>10150533 

>>10150546 

but, don't jews also watch a lot of porn? (and a lot of them star in it as well) wouldn't that harm them as well? 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 00:27:49 f1a6a9 No.10150565 

>>10150520 

>>10150557 

whats with that hand gesture and symbolism? a pyramid? something masonic? 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 00:29:40 a9b5e9 No.10150571>>10150625 

>>10150558 

Like anything could fuck up jews worse than they naturally are. They're inflicting their psychological problems on us. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 00:30:38 6c4015 No.10150573>>10150856 

>>10150558 

Jews dont care about rolling around in the filth in fact they quite like it. You can't compare Jewish self-preservation to the 

volkisch outlook of Europeans. It's not at all the same.  

>Every humiliation is a blessing if it produces an advantage 

>The Russians do not know how to ask for something, regarding it as humiliating to do so, even though they are 

humiliated and poor as it stands. 

>We say: "Every humiliation is a blessing if it produces an advantage." One can humiliate oneself in order to achieve a 

goal, and it is possible to humiliate oneself with dignity. 

>Nothing is immoral … The end illuminates the means 

>Nothing is immoral if it assists our people to become well-established and prosperous. The end illuminates the means. 

Taken from Catechism of Jew in the USSR from the 1950s 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 00:41:26 06a7d6 No.10150620 

>>10150558 

What harms Jews the most is being moral 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 00:42:54 d364f0 No.10150625 

>>10150571 

True. Their Jewish inbreeding really fucked them up. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 01:07:16 ae1728 No.10150720 

>>10150520 
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I think that's just a parody of that retarded Chris Angel show. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 01:32:49 1608b2 No.10150790 

>>10150510 

url 

89523.-122.4997086.3a.50.6y.256.03h.81.41t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1s0gU3Mx-

RSRjixx5KdU9Dhw!2e0!7i13312!8i6656!6m1!1e1 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 02:07:14 a1f542 No.10150856>>10153807 

>>10150573 

>Jews dont care about rolling around in the filth in fact they quite like it. 

Literally. The constant kike fixation on scat and shit is fucking disgusting. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 02:25:41 08380e No.10150884 

Bump for interest. Remember that people can use aliases too, as simple as a name change on the internet. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 02:34:29 f887a3 No.10150899>>10150911 >>10150921 >>10150990 >>10154897 >>10157149 

There is a huge increase in incest porn pushed on the front pages of major porn sites. This is very deceptive because the 

vids have increasingly attractive performers and someone might watch the video based only on the hot girl in the 

thumbnail and not the incest title. 

What if this is going to be used in future court cases to take away children from their family because 

the father is a "risk" because of a porn title he probably didnt read? 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 02:38:52 f7b28e No.10150911>>10154121 

File (hide): 9492599923da24c⋯.jpg (726.04 KB, 578x2325, 578:2325, jewish incest.jpg) 
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>>10150899 

It's the jews trying to normalize their own perversions. 

http://www.cwporter.com/zryss.pdf 

Not going to take the time to copy and format the text, just skip to page 75. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 02:39:05 5ceec7 No.10150912 

I would suspect that the name of DAVID TASSILO is in actuality a corp entity and not a real person 

anons 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 02:40:30 e3e0a6 No.10150913 

>>10150478 

this is definitely in San Francisco, California 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 02:42:26 cc3e7c No.10150919>>10150925 

File (hide): be6aa8905530b74⋯.jpg (36.77 KB, 932x374, 466:187, (((david tassillio))).JPG) 

 

Yandex image aggregator 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 02:43:25 f887a3 No.10150921>>10150990 >>10151002 >>10154112 

>>10150899 

Just checked pornhub, this is my first video: 

Step Daughter Trisha Parks Upset Dad Came Inside Her Sweet Pussy POV 

This is all on the front page for me: 

2 dad+daughter vids 

2 brother+sister vids 

1 mom+son vids 

Could watching these be used against you to take away your child in the future based on the title alone? 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 02:45:19 f7b28e No.10150925>>10150940 >>10150942 

File (hide): 791c85cddc743b5⋯.png (377.44 KB, 334x804, 167:402, GFY thread.png) 
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>>10150919 

Wrong guy. 

http://gfy.com/fucking-around-and-program-discussion/1134645-meet-geek-minds-mindgeek-pics.html 

https://archive.is/cAsMI 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 02:48:10 01ba6d No.10150934 

>>10150558 

It harms the naturally pure 
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jews are naturally impure, so it is not an issue for them 

they are immune 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 02:50:56 18f867 No.10150940 

>>10150925 

what a disgusting inbred kike face 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 02:51:04 f7b28e No.10150942>>10150977 >>10153992 >>10154553 

File (hide): b2c1651e4c9e0ae⋯.png (562.89 KB, 1226x704, 613:352, ZOGhby.png) 

 

>>10150925 

Also found this. 

https://www.houzz.com.sg/user/selma-zoghby 

https://archive.is/JdHcz 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 03:02:45 cc3e7c No.10150975 

Other business ventures: 

http: //www.marketvisual.com/d/ab566512-0bed-4614-b9a3-431e98e2e579 

http: //archive.is/3aKdn 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 03:03:49 f7b28e No.10150977 

File (hide): d058125f5d5a7ac⋯.png (198.26 KB, 903x728, 129:104, tassillo1.png) 
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File (hide): 7f7e7aaf16e0bf4⋯.png (352.75 KB, 1218x648, 203:108, tassillo2.png) 
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>>10150942 

Zoghby and Tassillo are listed as making co-donations to two different charities. Definitely in a relationship. She's the one 

to dig into. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 03:09:37 cded1e No.10150990 

>>10150899 

>>10150921 

It's certainly been pushed hard - still not as much as interracial though. Here's what I see on the front page of 

xvideos.com: 

>48 total videos 

>2 WF/BM videos 

>1 kebab/BM video 

>4 incest (one was mom/son, other was brother/sister - two were stepmother/son) 

Actually was surprised by the lack of cuck porn on the front page. Usually if I look, it appears that like every fourth video 

is. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 03:15:25 aebc1b No.10151002>>10153807 

>>10150921 

I doubt it. Its more that Jews want to completely flip our morals on their heads. Once the Jews have you believing that 

incest, sodomy, homosexuality, transvestites, miscegenation, scat play etc. are completely normal and fun, then they will 

have truly won. 

They want a good upstanding father to fall because of porn, to become twisted and perverse. They want little Stacy to 

stay up late watching incest porn, little Johnny hooked on seeing blacks fuck hot white women. Complete perversion and 

twisting of our morals, it will make us weak, complacent, addicted to vice, easily exploited. All things the Jews need to 

keep their grip on power. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 03:38:03 e43d8e No.10151045>>10153092 >>10153877 >>10155850 >>10156140 >>10159366 

File (hide): 1588114fb07ce98⋯.png (11.3 KB, 447x378, 149:126, 158.png) 
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>>10150472 

You know I did find it strange that whenever I was searching for "white man asian woman" it always gave me the reverse. 

It annoyed me to the point I even tried "white man black woman", "white man latino woman" to see if it done the same. 

It did. 

Now before any of you say "search results based on your past viewing", even before when I was a bluepilled normie that 

watched porn, cuck shit and seeing black guys in porn always disgusted me never touched any of that garbage. 

After a while I even noticed there was an increased amount of cuck porn on the "newest page" of every site I used. 

Back then I literally thought "it was a coincidence" or that a group of people were flooding site with that shit just for fun. 

But now? 

>mfw 

p.s I have since given up porn and no longer desire an Asian gf, no worries 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 11:28:27 cf9f22 No.10152818>>10153060 

This thread is being slid by faggot posting. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 11:36:44 e1fe83 No.10152902>>10153060 

Anti-slide bump 

be nice if someone could do something about all that gay porn being posted 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 11:45:43 918173 No.10152995 

File (hide): 3b14174462fbe03⋯.jpg (23.29 KB, 242x306, 121:153, rommel.jpg) 

 

Seems like we made someone mad with this thread 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 11:46:02 cf9f22 No.10152997 
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I was right. (((Someone))) doesn't want us to look into this. The fags are bumping their threads to hide this one. Mods 

sticky! 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 11:47:20 e1886d No.10153010 

https://archive.is/QRUV5 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 11:50:06 63ab42 No.10153040>>10154242 

File (hide): f3b7c5b9963749b⋯.png (418.14 KB, 500x1250, 2:5, dtassillo.png) 
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Here's something i just whipped up. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 11:51:45 a983f9 No.10153060 

>>10152818 

>>10152902 

Just report and hide it from the catalog and encourage others to do the same. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 11:51:48 1b4cef No.10153062 

File (hide): ccd688c656e622f⋯.jpg (54.18 KB, 446x280, 223:140, ovens ready pepe.jpg) 

 

bump for getting this jew in the oven asap 

LA RWDS 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 11:54:43 733b3e No.10153092>>10153134 >>10156140 

>>10151045 

I've noticed this too. It used to be the case that the IR cuck shit was relegated to its own niche. You had to go out of your 

way to find that garbage. But in recent years, they now flood the main page with it. For example, a porn gallery site might 

have a "teen" category. Well, this category was 99% white-on-white, with no niggerdicks in sight. But go to the teen 

category today, and it's full of niggerdick cuck shit.  

Everyone should be doing noporn now though. that shit rots your brain. At least try to move over to just solo stuff or 

something. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 11:59:16 a983f9 No.10153134>>10153196 

>>10153092 

>noporn 

I've found this works for me way better than nofap, because once I gave up porn, I lost interest in masturbating as much 

as I did. 

The occasional doujin is fair game though because the only ones I have saved promote loving relationships above all 

else. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 12:06:15 733b3e No.10153196>>10153219 

>>10153134 

Exactly. And I believe it's healthier if you're using your own imagination rather than your brain shutting off and flooding 

your eyeballs with picture after picture after picture of hardcore sex. People have been fapping for eons. The current 

problem is with porn. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 12:08:20 a983f9 No.10153219 

>>10153196 

>Exactly. And I believe it's healthier if you're using your own imagination rather than your brain shutting off and flooding 

your eyeballs with picture after picture after picture of hardcore sex. 

That's kind of why I unironically shill for doujins. Sometimes you just gotta get one out, or else you'll go crazy, but at least 

doujins and still images require some form of imagination, at least in my opinion. 
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▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 12:09:09 69b262 No.10153225>>10153772 

File (hide): fc3aa555783f7c9⋯.png (281.65 KB, 819x847, 117:121, Obscenity Definition and N….png) 

 

File (hide): e87710f5b076671⋯.png (201.45 KB, 1506x659, 1506:659, DOJ Obscenity Stats.png) 
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>>10150460 (OP) 

REPORT AND PROSECUTE 

OBSCENITY AND RICO 

Let's report him for obscenity, which is still illegal in the US. Here's the definition, some statistics, and the contact number. 

Use a burner.  

Here are some specific segments of US obscenity law he is violating. All of his business entities and employees can be 

prosecuted under RICO laws. 

>18 U.S.C. § 1460- Possession with intent to sell, and sale, of obscene matter on Federal property 

> 18 U.S.C. § 1462- Importation or transportation of obscene matters 

> 18 U.S.C. § 1464- Broadcasting obscene language 

> 18 U.S.C. § 1465- Transportation of obscene matters for sale or distribution 

> 18 U.S.C. § 1466- Engaging in the business of selling or transferring obscene matter 

> 18 U.S.C. § 2252B Misleading domain names on the Internet 

>18 U.S.C. § 2252C Misleading words or digital images on the Internet 

Let's get him. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 12:20:59 748a09 No.10153315>>10153333 >>10153822 >>10154815 

>>10150478 

516 39th avenue San Francisco. I live in the city, I could scope the place. Need more to go off of though. Dont want to 

creep some potentially random family. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 

12:23:45 69b262 No.10153333>>10153379 >>10154815 >>10155142 >>10155415 >>10156701 >>10157377 

File (hide): 67f0e672f199d62⋯.jpg (46.43 KB, 620x372, 5:3, 1473896677680.jpg) 

 

>>10153315 
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Just print off some missionary literature and knock on their door to tell them about Jesus Christ. No one will think you're a 

/pol/ agent. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 12:29:59 748a09 No.10153379>>10153389 

>>10153333 

The numbers don't lie. I'll see what I can find out 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 12:31:33 69b262 No.10153389 

File (hide): 54f32cc5044ecb9⋯.jpg (116.54 KB, 736x546, 368:273, San Francisco Landlords.jpg) 

 

>>10153379 

Good luck out there. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 12:51:48 9ad428 No.10153502>>10153554 

this is getting slid hard 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 12:54:38 007c7a No.10153515 

File (hide): 1f801b2e7b78239⋯.jpg (488.45 KB, 1774x1602, 887:801, decadence.jpg) 
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I remember making a thread about MindGeek a few years back and /pol/ wasn't interested. I'm glad we finally have a 

picture of the rat. If this thread gains enough momentum, we could really dig deep. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 13:01:35 69b262 No.10153554 

>>10153502 

The whole board is getting slid. I reported the queer threads, but the shills do this for a living. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 13:02:26 007c7a No.10153560 

Bump. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 13:02:47 10ddfd No.10153564 

>>10150558 

Yes they star in it and apparently consume a lot of it as well. If you recall, one Kurt Eichenwald even loves his Taiwanese 

drawn cartoon porn. Ironically, for the tentacles of course. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 13:10:45 629b4a No.10153611>>10153631 
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"Before becoming MindGeek, the company started life as Mansef – an amalgamation of its Canadian founders names 

Ouissam Youssef and Stephane Manos ,as well as Youssef’s brother, Matt Keezer and another unnamed friend." 

"After growing a porn empire, Thylmann sold his stake in the company to senior management – Feras Antoon and David 

Tassillo – in 2013 seeking ventures new." 

Taken from https:// thenextweb.com/insider/2016/03/03/the-almost-invisible-men-and-women-behind-the-worlds-largest-

porn-sites/#.tnw_yg7E49uS 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 13:14:03 69b262 No.10153631>>10153651 >>10154085 >>10154826 

File (hide): cfbcfec6ec43d32⋯.jpg (135.93 KB, 640x750, 64:75, Archive Man.jpg) 

 

>>10153611 

Articles like that get deleted a lot. 
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▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 

13:18:25 629b4a No.10153651>>10153671 >>10153691 >>10153871 >>10154035 >>10154255 >>10154615 

>>10153631 

"MindGeek itself has something of a checkered past. In 2009, the Secret Service seized $6.4 million from bank accounts 

controlled by Mansef, a company founded by Stephane Manos and Ouissam Youssef, the assets of which Mansef later 

sold to German tech investor Fabian Thylmann, who made them part of a company he owned called Manwin. Manwin 

would later become MindGeek. (Of the $6.4 million that was seized, $4.15 million was later released pursuant to a 

settlement with the federal government.) In April 2011, Manwin quietly secured a $362 million loan from Wall Street firm 

Colbeck Capital, founded by former Goldman Sachs employees Jason Colodne and Jason Beckman. (Goldman Sachs 

distanced themselves from the two.) Colbeck’s funds were in turn secured from other firms including the troubled Fortress 

Capital, masking the Manwin association. Having used the loan to continue to acquire tube sites and content producers, 

Thylman was then extradited from Belgium to Germany in 2012 for tax evasion on Manwin’s profits. In late 2013, Thylman 

was bought out by current CEO Ferras Antoon and COO David Tassillo, longtime players within the company, who now 

control operations from Montreal. (Manwin’s name was changed to Mindgeek in 2013.)" 

Taken from http:// nationalpost.com/news/how-a-canadian-founded-company-youve-never-heard-of-took-control-of-the-

porn-industry/wcm/f4ff2a35-5c0b-497d-8e11-d79eed37d0e6 

https://archive.is/AvtKA 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 13:19:55 5186f2 No.10153662 

>>10150460 (OP) 

>No pictures 

>No information 

Could this be another “name that is french for fucking children” incident? 

DAVID MARMORSTEIN TASSILO 

http://www.wordplays.com/anagrammer 

Get cracking. There are some interesting combinations. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 13:20:28 8bbda0 No.10153666>>10154146 

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 

 

Stickied. Have fun Anons. 
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▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 13:22:46 728c64 No.10153670>>10153719 

>>10150470 UK? 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 13:23:12 69b262 No.10153671 

File (hide): 8327015bd0debf5⋯.jpg (217.42 KB, 1200x1500, 4:5, Cop.jpg) 

 

>>10153651 

Criminal scum. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 13:27:15 fd4f58 No.10153691>>10153717 

>>10153651 

>Fabian Thylmann 

Based on pictures on the Internet he seems like a goy. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 13:31:31 629b4a No.10153717>>10153731 

>>10153691 

Yes i believe he is a german who lost money on it. view article>>10153611 here. it gives me an error trying to archive 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 13:32:09 a06fbe No.10153719 

>>10153670 

020 XXXX XXXX on the awning is the correct format for a London area telephone number. Oh, and the London cabs in 

the background. Them too. 

Rootless cosmopolitans travel a lot. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 13:35:49 fd4f58 No.10153731 

>>10153717 

https://archive.is/G2Cpk 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 13:47:38 fda1af No.10153772>>10153787 

>>10153225 

>18 U.S.C. § 2252C Misleading words or digital images on the Internet 

It seems a bit odd to pursue but most of these websites alter images to make the models look younger than they are. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 13:51:31 69b262 No.10153787 

>>10153772 

They can fight about that in court. I look forward to the new clarity in common law resulting from his trial. 
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▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 13:56:40 14a5b8 No.10153807 

>>10150856 

>>10151002 

"It’s true. Jews love not only talking about their fecal habits, but also stressing about them. Are we pooping often enough? 

Too much? There’s even a prayer, the Asher Yatzar, thanking God for the orifices of our body, and expressing gratitude 

that they open when they should and perhaps more importantly, that they remain closed when they should." 

"You are what you eat, here's the Scat Man! 

Jewish pornographic scat king gets 4 years in prison 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/01/1 … 95505.html 

Looks like someone's career went down the toilet. " 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 13:59:54 fda1af No.10153822 

>>10153315 

Might also visit the County Clerk and get the blueprints for the house. (As a potential buyer) 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 14:00:38 c25b56 No.10153827 

>>10150478 

google maps, obv. 

expedia tabs 

airbnb 

looking for vacation? place to live in SF? 

516 39th Ave in San Fran is what he's got open 

Also, you're fucking retarded if you couldn't get this by just reading, you fucking (((kike))) 

 

▶!!Adpe1qpgE2  06/26/17 (Mon) 14:05:29 921e05 No.10153847>>10153869 

>>10150478 

looks like san francisco to me 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 14:11:10 1bbc79 No.10153869 

>>10153847 

No one cares, tripfag. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 14:11:25 629b4a No.10153871 

>>10153651 

"No on Government Waste Committee 

Manwin were the biggest funders of the No on Government Waste Committee which was supported by a coalition of 

entertainment companies, local business organizations, community activists, adult entertainment performers and 

healthcare advocates." The committee ran the No on Measure B campaign.[87][88] The No on Measure B campaign was 

supported by the Los Angeles County Federation of Republican Women, Los Angeles County Republican and Libertarian 

Parties, the Valley Industry & Commerce Association (VICA), and the Log Cabin Republicans of Los Angeles.[89]" 

No condoms goy! 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 14:12:03 44bc2d No.10153877>>10154119 

File (hide): 4aa9a83d1dc8f2a⋯.png (682.02 KB, 885x706, 885:706, 64c569dda288129f0e065c1ab5….png) 
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>>10151045 

In my experience it went 

>swinging 

>wife swap 

>wife sharing 

>wife interacial 

>femdom bisexual 

>cuckold 

Slowly over the past ten years or so, I never got the appeal of any of it and it never seemed to have the ratings or the 

views to justify it being at the top of every website. I'm working at the noporn but its a rough journey for a workoholic like 

me I just need to take more actual time off. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 14:14:33 0dbdc1 No.10153890>>10156309 >>10156711 

>>10150558 

This is in part why jews try to claim they are white - they try to lead whites to degeneracy by leading by example. Whites 

following jewish degeneracy follows a wave effect. The ones that follow a degenerate trend set by jews will always be as 

terrible, hollow, and degenerate as the jew themselves. As time goes on and that behavior is "normalized" comparably 

stable and fairer-looking people may join that "enterprise" because they think they can do a better job and they 

themselves find no fault in being part of that degenerate behavior - with concessions. 

This explains why porn stars in recent times don't look like the bimbos of past years and some porn studios try to hire girls 

that look like the girl next door and the most they make is softcore stuff. Even the late-wave joiners decide to impose 

limits. But it all goes back to the jew that pretends they're white.  

This tactic in turn hurts the jew as well as race-mixing makes their children likely to marry a nigger as seen with a 

rothschild daughter. Their gambit is that they can influence whites just enough to make it pay off. However in this critical 

period where the backlash will push race-mixing back to the taboo-then-forbidden nature it should be, that leaves the jew 

with a coalburning daughter. I don't think the rabbi will care come briss time. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 14:24:12 629b4a No.10153933>>10155824 

https://archive.is/PxBeq 

CEO of Manwin Canada Ltd. Feras Antoon. Interesting find that Mia Khalifa may be married to this guy and manipulated 

her porn star ranking 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 14:28:31 b0599d No.10153956>>10154803 

Could this be linked to brainwashing? We know the kike uses sexual deviance as conditioning already, as have the 

(((socvets))) 

>>10049391 talks anout usually sexual degeneracy as part of the brainwashing in universities, and the porn industry, 

ESPECIALLY webcams, aims directly at university students who need extra cash but are short on time for work. 

>And then there is another layer… Sexual. We've all seen how prevalent the push for trans/bisexual/faggotry and sexual 

deviance goes in these places. The students are PRESSURED into this. If you're "binary" or "cis", you know, normal and 

straight and not a whore, you are persistently pressured and belittled as a matter of cultural standard into adopting a 
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whorish degenerate persona. These kids are peer pressured into sexual deviancy and the VAST majority are on 

fuckbuddy sites, and use apps like tinder and grinder, which push random meaningless sex. 

>why? 

>They do this to break them mentally. We all have seen what a long string of meaningless relationships do to people, and 

these are the worst, just using each other as whores until they're used up, pushed further and further into fetishism, and 

it's a part of their IDENTITY! 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 14:39:19 8edf85 No.10153992 

>>10150942 

https ://www.facebook.com/selma.zoghby?lst=100009411033875%3A665766264%3A1498513084 

Her fb profile 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 14:49:52 e63de2 No.10154035 

File (hide): 5d3b6ff261a7065⋯.jpg (92.11 KB, 499x690, 499:690, 449260eb5fa73a37457f9eb054….jpg) 

 

>>10153651 

Nothing shady going on here goyim 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 15:04:00 713113 No.10154085 

>>10153631 

https://archive.fo/G2Cpk 

This archive is from 3 months ago. Unable to be archived now for some reason. Odd. 

>Error: Network error. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 15:04:56 81057d No.10154088 

Strange how these mega rich Jews with fingers in tons of pies always try and keep a low profile, huh 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 15:12:19 95fcf0 No.10154112>>10154764 

>>10150921 

>Step 

The reason is because that's whats trending right now. Idiot. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 15:14:02 e0c2e3 No.10154119>>10155415 >>10156735 >>10157162 >>10157178 

>>10153877 

when cuck porn came out i would watch it , identifying with the male porn star. 

I wish i had a pic of my face when i found out the viewer was meant to identify with the cuck 

still have boss daughter fetish  
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▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 15:14:20 8a4b96 No.10154121>>10154144 

>>10150911 

>The Talmud recommends that a person marry his niece 

Revolting, no wonder they get on so well with Muslims. 
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File (hide): 7cffd0c224478ec⋯.png (501.78 KB, 618x389, 618:389, Hagarism.png) 

 

>>10154121 

Jews created Islam to recover Palestine from the Byzantines. A sect called the Hagarenes taught Mohammed how to train 

an army or good goyim. 

https://diversitymachtfrei.blogspot.com/2017/06/muhammads-inspiration-by-judaism-it-was.html 

https://archive.is/VKsgh 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hagarism 

https://www.amazon.com/Hagarism-Making-Islamic-Patricia-Crone/dp/0521297540 

https://archive.org/details/Hagarism 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 15:20:50 cec3ae No.10154146 

>>10153666 

Thanks Satan. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 15:22:44 cec3ae No.10154156 

>>10154144 (checked) 

Makes perfect sense. 
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>>10153040 

if this guy ever goes down /tv/ will be thrilled to know he doesn't own BLACKED.com 
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>>10153651 

Mansef now Valsef was based in Montreal, same place as MindGeek, and both Ouissam Youssef and David Tassilo were 

electrical engineer students at Concordia University from 2000-2004 

>In October 2009, the U.S. Secret Service’s Organized Fraud Task Force in Atlanta seized about $6.4 million in funds 

from two Fidelity bank accounts controlled by Mansef, the Brazzers holding company. By this point, the company was 

already experiencing internal troubles. Matt Keezer had left earlier that year; his brother Phil then joined as CEO, only to 

leave within a few months. At least some of the founders had grown concerned for their safety and hired security guards, 

who for several months patrolled their neighborhood 24 hours a day in SUVs with tinted windows. 

>In response to the asset seizure, Mansef claimed that it had opened the Fidelity accounts simply to ease payment 

processing in the U.S., but the Feds said that more than $9 million had been wired into the two accounts over a three-

month period from banks in Israel and other countries on financial-fraud watch lists. 

http://nymag.com/news/features/70985/index4.html 

https://archive.fo/1qHAS 
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>7777 

Crowley number 
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>>10150460 (OP) 

Summary 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 17:13:19 21db34 No.10154553 

>>10150942 

>Selma (((Zog)))hby 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 17:28:36 dcd6e0 No.10154615 

File (hide): 8f5e65b2fa0b24c⋯.jpg (26.48 KB, 758x530, 379:265, 1428441058999.jpg) 

 

>>10153651 

So it was a German behind it all along! 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 17:59:44 7a77c5 No.10154739 

>>10150472 

Ha! He doesn't own xhamster! hahahahhaha! 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 18:07:01 9ab5ee No.10154764 

>>10154112 

>it's just the trending videos, goy 

But of course it's a natural phenomenon. A jewish owned porn site would never manipulate trending videos to increase 

exposure to depravity they're trying to normalise, would it Moishe? 
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>>10153956 

I think porn has a few things going for it as a psy-op, intended or unintended 

>Makes men feel to have to try harder to impress sexually(or that this you even need to impress sexually) 

>same for women but also look good while doing it  

>glorifies degeneracy of fucking a lot of people and lack of commitment 

>enables destructive fetishes  

>destroys the sanctity of a man and woman making love to have kids, creates a "keeping up with the Jones" mentality in 

regard to methods of fucking 

>lot of porn stars are addicts 

>lot of porn stars are (((cut))) normalizing this mutilation 

>massive time waste 

I'm sure you could think up more ways it fucks with us. 

Also if you want to take the Anon5 pill check the first image, also he's claimed they use realistic extensions to look bigger 

but NDAs keep the actors from talking about it. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 18:21:18 de39d9 No.10154815 

>>10153333 

>>10153315 

Take a Bible and print this out. 

http://www.1church.net.au/accc/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/Salvation-Flyer.pdf 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 18:24:02 e5e3e7 No.10154826 

>>10153631 

YFYI, technoviking is a fag. 
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>>10150899 

Your info is out of date. Simulated murder and strangulation videos are beginning to become extremely popular on sites 

like motherless.com, far outpacing incest videos. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 18:52:29 ae02ad No.10154936 

>>10150472 

I get my degenerate media elsewhere. Suck on that, mystery jew 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 18:58:56 825fe8 No.10154967>>10154985 >>10154998 

OP provides no citations for his claims… Fucker can red text but not provide ANYTHING to get people on his side. Now I 

have to go through 100+ posts to find the real anon who did OP's job for him. 

You think the COO is the owner? NECK YOURSELF. The Fabian faggot has always been the majority owner. Now 

maybe something changed with his arrest in Germany on tax shit because I haven't kept up with Jew filth, but this guy's 

name is new. How you imagine you know he has 200m is a joke. Also thinking that makes him, "one of the wealthiest 

people in the world" is even more pathetic. 

I've hit peak rage. Do it yourself. I have my own hitlist of kikes and I've owned 4 of the sites you think this guy owns the 

past decade. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 19:02:36 3c1637 No.10154980>>10155011 

File (hide): 67ba3fd556346ba⋯.jpg (75.5 KB, 600x450, 4:3, absolutely disgusting.jpg) 

 

>>10154897 

Interesting. I wrote a general HTTP traffic garbage generator in Perl that uses WWW::Mechanize::FireFox to click random 

links on porn sites. Suffice to say it wasn't too long before I noticed that the majority of the "suggested content" fell into 

two specific categories: a) coalburning white whores, and b) jewish sons fucking fucking their own whore mothers. 

Now… Perl's rand() isn't the greatest, but I still refuse to believe that links selected using stochastic processes would 

show a trend toward any given meta tag. Would this be proof that the incest tag is being forced? 

I should check the program to see what it made the jews think I watch recently, and specifically to check for 

snuff/strangulation… 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 19:03:18 55f889 No.10154985 

>>10154967 

>I have my own hitlist of kikes and I've owned 4 of the sites you think this guy owns the past decade. 

open with this next time, too obvious otherwise 
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>>10154967 

Who is on your hit list? 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 19:05:52 0a567f No.10155002>>10155011 

File (hide): 6041f239fcbde65⋯.jpg (38.12 KB, 480x353, 480:353, 6041f239fcbde656a0cbd0cd27….jpg) 

 

So, realistically, what happens when this yid gets taken down? 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 19:08:44 998aa0 No.10155011>>10155023 >>10158286 

>>10154980 

Actually I've found by simply looking at the "most viewed" and "most popular" videos on motherless.com is an excellent 

barometer for porn trends. 

I'm completely serious, I used to visit that shithole in my degenerate past and was always slightly disturbed by the type of 

porn that became popular there, and have before noticed certain types that started gaining popularity there, only to 

pollinate onto other porn sites (such as incest porn), and still return there solely to measure what type of porn is becoming 

popular. 

>>10155002 

3 more will rise up and take his place. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 19:12:42 998aa0 No.10155023 

>>10155011 

*most favorited not most popular. 
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Is this thread about starting political movement to censor porn domestically or internationally? 

Would that even work and could not porn be operated from a location in the world unreachable by US 

law, say Japan? 

I just spanked the monkey raw to vintage 90's era amateur GND fare 

Beaue reminds me of an ex-girlfriend and if you saw that cow today you'd know that window of 

opportunity was brief 

Thank you Iraqi War 
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If you want to take down the tube sites it seems to me the best way about it might be to make a stink about the paperwork 

that doesn't exist on all the amateur shit people upload. This may or may not include a whole shit ton of archived 

camwhore material. 

codes.findlaw.com/us/title-18-crimes-and-criminal-procedure/18-usc-sect-2257.html 

https://archive.is/7GjyV 

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Child_Protection_and_Obscenity_Enforcement_Act 

https://archive.is/nYKoI 

www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/2257 

https://archive.is/vxLXn 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 19:19:42 998aa0 No.10155058>>10158836 

>>10155040 

Recognizing it as public health crises would be better than just censorship. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 19:27:59 998aa0 No.10155089>>10155103 >>10155370 

>>10155053 

This would only work for tube sites and not paywall sites though. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 19:33:16 ebb43d No.10155103>>10155148 

>>10155089 

Does anyone actually pay money for porn anymore though. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 19:38:48 3a7cfb No.10155125 

>>10150472 

holy shit 
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File (hide): f19d4d40137455c⋯.jpg (7.92 KB, 300x150, 2:1, _1061015_hitchens300.jpg) 

 

>>10153333 (checked) 

ABSOLUTELY MORAL 
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>>10155103 

ads. 
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File (hide): dd938140fc64e9b⋯.jpg (52.66 KB, 674x819, 674:819, e66cedd0673491ebaac6bc51c4….jpg) 

 

>>10155040 

>Is this thread about starting political movement to censor porn domestically or internationally? 

If you think censorship is our keikaku keikaku means plan you must lurk the fuck more. 

If you think that pornographic movies are harmless, as they exist today as a deluge of petabyte upon petabyte of high-

intensity, hypnotic imagery of the fringes of human sexuality free and on-tap for anyone to indulge in, at anytime, then you 

also need to lurk the fuck more. 

I'm not a nofap true believer or anything of the sort, I personally think you have to jerk it at least once a month minimum, 

or you're pretty much just riding the shortbus to Prostate Cancer, USA. But misuse of pornography will absolutely 

mindfuck you. Why do you think all the tranny/furry/aplhabetbbq shit came from in the first place? 
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>>10155182 

>Watermark 

Sometimes I grab reaction images off if image searches without paying attention. Please excuse me while I exit the thread 

and quietly gas myself. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 19:57:44 2eac6a No.10155205>>10156945 

>>10155182 

it's lurk moar, tuck your newfag in it's showing 
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File (hide): effb5c63cad10cb⋯.jpg (88 KB, 640x412, 160:103, 1444821646371.jpg) 

 

>>10155053 

That's what most of this guy's sites are, and I consider free streaming porn to be a major problem because it reaches kids 

and is dangerous to addicts. 

As a borderline addict myself, I find the tube sites have the power to suck me down a rabbit hole leading from one interest 

to the next, and I don't even suffer from the desensitization others experience. I just like looking at women, and the novelty 

factor presents as a weakness for variety. If I have the morning free I will look at softcore lesbian and masturbation videos 

for hours when I could be playing music or writing. The combination of free content and robust suggestion engines makes 

this far more dangerous for people who are depressed, bored, lonely, sexually deprived, sexually confused, and so on. 

I'm for restoring the paywall. It won't save everyone, but it will discourage binge behavior among kids, losers, and most 

anyone who isn't so far gone as to empty their bank accounts for a vice. We will always have people who lose everything 

because of gambling, alcohol, MMOs, etc. Frankly, to hell with those people. I'm not interested in protecting dangerously 

impulsive people. I think we should focus on stopping predatory and manipulative behavior aimed at people who are 

vulnerable but worth protecting. 
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>>10155344 

intended for >>10155089 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 20:29:51 f273c9 No.10155415 

File (hide): f5a8a7e118c49ff⋯.png (446.85 KB, 850x786, 425:393, 1469815377699.png) 

 

>>10153333 

checked 

>>10154119  

I know that feel, bro 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 20:39:16 34aa68 No.10155493 

Im seeing strange amounts of omgwtfbbq style goon influenced writing in this thread. Food for thought. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 20:44:12 998aa0 No.10155527>>10156764 

>>10155344 (checked) 

I suppose your right, especially since amateur porn is the bedrock of tubesites. I was just speculating that the most 

attractive and popular content on these site's is likely professional videos from pay-sites that get taken down fairly quick.  

But since they do get taken down tubesites suddenly might not be able to maintain viewcounts with amateur videos to pad 

the site out, if suddenly amateur videos were non-viable of course. 

I've also wondered if we could attack the porn industry from the porn as prostitution angle, that being that these women 

are being paid to have sex with another person–the only difference being that it is not usually the person she's fucking 

paying her for the sex. 
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File (hide): dac3303317ef44c⋯.jpg (2.15 KB, 125x71, 125:71, 1443740100093s.jpg) 

 

>>10153933 

does mia khalifas popularity coincide with the planned invasion of muslims in europe and america? to make the men more 

accepting of Miscegenation? are they really this coordinated in their subversion? 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 21:35:00 f88244 No.10155850 

>>10151045 

>even before when I was a bluepilled normie that watched porn, cuck shit and seeing black guys in porn always disgusted 

me never touched any of that garbage. 

This is genetic and what separates us from the true race traitors 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 21:41:10 29e80d No.10155900 

>>10150460 (OP) 

In case you guys don't know, Montreal is full of servers for porn and gambling. Lots of goons there. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 21:44:06 f88244 No.10155916 

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 

 
Kikes have been doing it forcefully too 

http://www.news24.com/xArchive/Archive/Porn-the-new-weapon-of-choice-20020330 

>Porn the new weapon of choice 

2002-03-31 08:45 

>Ramallah, West Bank - Porn movies and programmes in Hebrew are being broadcast by Israeli troops who have taken 

over three Palestinian television stations of Ramallah, irate residents of the besieged West Bank town said on Saturday. 

>The offices of three local television and radio stations were occupied by soldiers on Friday morning, a few hours after 

tanks and hundreds of troops stormed the town in Israel's biggest offensive against the Palestinian Authority and its 

leader Yasser Arafat. 

>The soldiers started broadcasting the porn clips - considered extremely offensive by most Muslims - intermittently on 

Saturday afternoon from the Al-Watan, Ammwaj, and Al-Sharaq channels, the residents said. 
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>"The pornographic movies started on Al-Watan television at around 03:30," one 34-year-old Palestinian mother named 

Reema said. 

>"I have six children at home, they have nowhere to go with what is going on here and can't even watch TV," she said 

angrily. 

>"It's not healthy really. I think the Israelis want to mess with our young men's heads," she said. 

>'Deliberate psychological damage' 

>Anita, a 52-year-old mother of three children, complained about "the deliberate psychological damage caused by these 

broadcasts". 

>"I am furious, these are the people who are shooting at us that also play this disgusting trick on us," she said. 

>"We are desperate for news and constantly flipping channels and get these terrible pictures instead," adding that videos 

of the intifada were also shown backwards with "ideal terrorism" written in red across the screen. 

>"Luckily, there is no electricity in half of Ramallah," she said from her house in east Jerusalem where the channels are 

also available. 

>A fourth local station, whose premises were not seized by the army, ran a written message across its screen letting 

people know it was the Israelis who were behind the graphic scenes. 

>"Anything currently shown on Al-Watan and other local TV channels has nothing to do with Palestinian programmes but 

is being broadcast by the Israeli occupation forces, we urge parents to take precautions," the message said. 

>Israeli military denies allegations 

>The Israeli military denied that it had anything to do with the pornographic programming and instead blamed the 

Palestinian leaders. 

>"The Israeli security forces have no interest in putting pornographic and racist movies on Palestinian television," an army 

spokesperson said. 

>"The only reason we are in these buildings and in this city is to fight against terrorists and their infrastructure after giving 

the Palestinians various chances to [do] it themselves," he said. 

>Palestinian leader Yasser "Arafat is willing to go low in order to make himself look better in this uncomfortable situation", 

he said. 

>Israeli foreign ministry spokesperson Emmanuel Nachshon said any such broadcasting was "shameful", but said he was 

not aware of the Israeli army's involvement. 

>"I cannot believe that Israeli soldiers would engage in such despicable behaviour," he said. - Sapa-AFP 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 22:27:13 19d658 No.10156140>>10157498 

>>10151045 

>>10153092 

ITT: people don't know how search terms work 

They don't work in order. You typed "white man asian woman" but it doesn't know that "white" is supposed to apply to 

"man". Instead, it looks for videos that contain: white, man/men, women, asians 

Next time, try "white man" and "asian woman" with the quotes 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 22:39:52 3ed4ff No.10156255 

>>10155053 

Indeed. Also, safe harbor provisions do not apply to corporations/people/actors with actual knowledge of crimes and who 

are accessories before/during/after the fact. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 22:45:56 774ad5 No.10156309 

>>10153890 

You sound like a slave owning freemason 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 23:30:28 bde6e2 No.10156699 

>>10154527 

Goddamn that's one greasy sleazeball looking kike. He would make a great mohel. 
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▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 23:30:40 a8c373 No.10156701 

>>10153333 

So porn is okay as long as its in that position? Im confused. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 23:31:57 bde6e2 No.10156711 

>>10153890 

Most of the "whites" in porn are yids, one reason they get plastic surgery and dye their hair is to mimic real human beings. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 23:35:59 bde6e2 No.10156735>>10157784 

>>10154119 

Jews are the original cuckolds lad, that's why they trace jewishness through the matrilineal line, so their women can be as 

big a whore as they want and the kikelet bastard spawn still be considered jewish. They are the masters of projection, and 

the original mongrelized cucks. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 23:37:06 a8c373 No.10156743 

File (hide): 1944a64a4c2d62a⋯.gif (12.18 KB, 380x266, 10:7, HEIGGGHHHHRR.gif) 

 

>>10154144 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 23:41:12 7f097b No.10156764 

File (hide): cb77d35fe3ce638⋯.jpg (94.18 KB, 660x660, 1:1, 1492133186489.jpg) 

 

>>10155527 

It was wilder country a few years back but these days many of the legit sites have tons of long clips and full scenes on the 

tube sites at 720p. I'm not sure anything can be done about that. 

Honestly, even if we managed to slam them with a bunch of paperwork about their amateur content, they would just axe it 

across the board and then the legit studios would begin producing mock amateur content (as compared with what they 

market as amateur today) that looks like the real lo-fi (mostly) garbage uploaded today by individuals, to fill the demand. 
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It crosses my mind that respected people who study porn and sex addiction might be rallied to approach pornstars and 

adult models who have struggled with or lost loved ones to drug addiction, and somehow mobilize them to create 

pressure against the more predatory tactics. That's pie in the sky, though. I have no idea where you would start. 

Pic not very related but with a little elbow grease it could be. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/26/17 (Mon) 23:55:14 bd6f4b No.10156819>>10157366 >>10157884 

My friend and I occasionally bring up this thing when we have small talks - the fact (is it?) that the major industries in the 

U.S. are controlled by Jewish people. Controlled meaning they are legitimately run by Jews. 

To be honest, I'm not even sure, if what you guys say is true. How do you know, for example, that this guy David is really 

who you say he is? 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 00:23:39 a98f56 No.10156945 

>>10155205 

Advice>memes 

Lurk more. Everyone. Me too. 

Polite sage for off topic. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 01:29:36 d42914 No.10157149 

>>10150899 

that's my fetish tbh 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 01:34:06 0991bc No.10157162>>10157178 

>>10154119 

I did too until it just became blatant anti-white porn where the actor was almost always black and it was always themed 

around "Ugh, finally something better than my white husband" and sometimes even having the guy getting cucked be 

there getting berated, etc. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 01:39:02 551483 No.10157177 

>>10150460 (OP) 

>2005 to 2008 

Isn't that the time when Matrox hard drives became outright infamous for their reliability issues? 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 01:39:03 998aa0 No.10157178 

>>10157162 

>>10154119 

I always found cuck porn, and interracial (BM & WF) in general just felt wrong, like it was actually watching something I 

wasn't supposed to be watching.  

I'm pretty sure part of it was the mean-spiritedness of the videos like >>10157162 describes. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 01:47:38 aac858 No.10157196 

>>10155040 

>he thinks Japan isn't under American rule 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 02:30:29 0c8dab No.10157366 

>>10156819 

You do your own research, and verify it. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 02:31:19 a4aa8d No.10157377>>10157390 

File (hide): a2e0b370be7e8ee⋯.jpg (198.22 KB, 993x1000, 993:1000, 02178fa426ada1e9755048b983….jpg) 
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>>10153333 

>Just print off some missionary literature 

Like this? 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 02:35:35 69b262 No.10157390>>10157444 

File (hide): 95c382289462135⋯.jpg (73.07 KB, 800x600, 4:3, Peter Hitchens Witnesses I….jpg) 

 

>>10157377 

How far have we fallen that talk of missionaries conjures up recollections of pornography, not evangelists. Judaization has 

gone too far. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 02:44:27 9ab5ee No.10157418 

These links present a huge, verifiable amount of evidence to prove that Jews are actively working towards eradicating the 

European peoples. This is Jews and Jewish texts IN THEIR OWN WORDS. 

http://muslimghettos.blogspot.com/2014/12/white-genocide-jewish-plot.html?m=1 

http://andrewcarringtonhitchcock.com/jewish-genocide-of-the-white-race-case-closed/ 

WHY? 

Jewish Supremacist Mythos 

"The mashiach [Jewish messiah] will bring about the political and spiritual redemption of the Jewish people by bringing us 

back to Israel and restoring Jerusalem (Isaiah 11:11-12; Jeremiah 23:8; 30:3; Hosea 3:4-5). He will establish a 

government in Israel that will be the center of all world government, both for Jews and gentiles (Isaiah 2:2-4; 11:10; 42:1). 

He will rebuild the Temple and re-establish its worship (Jeremiah 33:18). He will restore the religious court system of 

Israel and establish Jewish law as the law of the land (Jeremiah 33:15)…The world after the messiah comes is often 

referred to in Jewish literature as Olam Ha-Ba (oh-LAHM hah-BAH), the World to Come…In the Olam Ha-Ba, the whole 

world will recognize the Jewish G-d as the only true G-d, and the Jewish religion as the only true religion (Isaiah 2:3; 

11:10; Micah 4:2-3; Zechariah 14:9)." 

From "Mashiach: The Messiah", Judaism 101 

http://www.judeofascism.com/2011/11/jewish-doctrine-vowing-to-indebt.html?m=1 
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http://jewishracism.blogspot.com/2009/01/jewish-problem-part-3-jews-in-banking.html?m=1 

http://holywar.org/jewishtr/wvr.htm 

Orthodox Israeli Jews: Non Jews Are Beasts to Serve Us as Slaves 

https://youtu.be/vfsf6go7MVM [Open] 

What Happens When Jews Can Freely Rule? 

https://youtu.be/E0LpQrJDgsw [Open] 

Judaism in its own words on 'who is human:' 

https://www.biblebelievers.org.au/judaism.htm 

Saying something is 'anti-Semitic' scarcely ever means that it is untrue. It usually goes to excessive Jewish power, 

ethnocentrism, or racism. 

Learn about the Kalergi and Oded Yinon plans. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 02:51:19 a4aa8d No.10157444>>10157451 

File (hide): 50cca0a68facd57⋯.jpg (27.95 KB, 320x236, 80:59, televangelist.jpg) 

 

>>10157390 

>How far have we fallen that talk of missionaries conjures up recollections of pornography, not evangelists. 

You judge a tree by its fruit. The word "evangelist" sounds way more jewish than innocent love-making. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 02:52:27 69b262 No.10157451>>10157477 

>>10157444 

Pornagraphy, fellatio, and racemixing aren't innocent 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 02:57:35 a4aa8d No.10157477>>10157518 

>>10157451 

>fellatio isn't innocent 

Also that image is cute, looks more like the kind of thing you'd send your wife when returning from work, and asians tend 

to draw their men slightly darker because the girl having a slightly paler skin looks better for them, altough they don't 

racemix (and I don't encourage racemixing either). 

Blowjobs made with love are the best thing ever, and if your jewish book says otherwise, the book is wrong. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 03:03:37 e43d8e No.10157498 

>>10156140 

>Next time, try "white man" and "asian woman" with the quotes 

I did. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 03:07:09 69b262 No.10157518>>10157582 >>10159163 

>>10157477 

I don't need any book to tell me that fellatio, which our formerly sane society considered a crime, is sick. We know that 

oral copulation became popular in the 1970s because that is when oral cancer began to rise. But, let's forget disease and 
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posit that it occurs only within a monogamous structure, it's still wrong. Sex is for procreation (the inherent biological 

imperative), people that forget that get outbred. "Love" without regard to this isn't love at all, but hedonism. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 03:18:51 a4aa8d No.10157582>>10157799 

>>10157518 

>men with lots of children get less blowjobs 

>blowjobs cause cancer 

>for a wife to suck your dick isn't true love 

>monogamous non-procreative sex is more hedonistic than a good massage or a tasty dinner 

>the vatican isn't 100% pozzed cuckoldry 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 04:19:34 a4b4ad No.10157784>>10157884 

>>10156735 

100/10 post 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 04:22:25 b2fbf4 No.10157799>>10157882 

>>10157582 

Degeneracy is degeneracy mate let it go and this is coming from someone who's a kekist 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 04:41:09 a4aa8d No.10157882 

>>10157799 

Checked, but I still don't see why getting a blowjob from my wife would be the same as fapping to porn. Or any other non-

procreative sex, for that matter. Were the vikings celibates? 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 04:41:42 fecb75 No.10157884>>10158535 

File (hide): 2de806a7b10bcad⋯.png (677.99 KB, 1686x137, 1686:137, jews are original cucks.png) 

 

File (hide): 56d44f2020af4de⋯.jpg (266.89 KB, 1275x1650, 17:22, jew 1 percent truth.jpg) 
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File (hide): 59b37ce623ecfe4⋯.jpg(1.75 MB, 1712x2620, 428:655, jews in uni stats.jpg) 

 

File (hide): 6a469e175ee4c30⋯.jpg(2.43 MB, 1651x4679, 1651:4679, jews run everything.jpg) 

 
>>10156819 

>thinks we all believe this because we thought it would be great to believe something that literally makes you a social 

outcast if publicly mentioned in most cases and is illegal in many countries, including holocost denial 

Lurk more and research more before posting, normalfag. 

if you don't know the 8+5 words fuck off 

>See pic related or another red pill thread to get started 

>>10157784 

capped for epic red pill 
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>>10144444 

>>10157777  

I've been busy working with Kek and it's paying off. 

Kek is willing a Tausendjähriges Reich 

The Jews are having a bad day. First pedogate potential happenings with pedosta, then bernie jewboy and now of course 

this slimy kike. 

SIEG HEIL! 

 

▶!!Adpe1qpgE2  06/27/17 (Tue) 06:17:19 ef30fb No.10158230 

File (hide): c8ccfb88b86728d⋯.jpg (59.66 KB, 900x592, 225:148, 12802756_659448987528518_9….jpg) 

 

Lakewood rabbi, others arrested in alleged million-dollar welfare fraud 

http://www. app. com/story/news/investigations/watchdog/2017/06/26/lakewood-welfare-fraud/424127001/ 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 06:30:06 3c1637 No.10158286 

>>10155011 

Yeah but that is a transparent "metric" that is based on site-wide statistics. What I'm referring to is the thumbnail gallery 

dynamically compiled for a specific IP and/or viewing habits. The site-wide acts like a tag cloud, but I am 99% certain 

these places are using individualized stats to compile their "suggested content". 

That's why I was thinking they are trying to manipulate viewers. As selecting random choices from there shouldn't tailor it 

down to very specifically cuck and incest porn… 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 07:05:20 4c951a No.10158457 

If you watch porn you deserve to be Jewed. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 07:05:34 8199f7 No.10158458>>10158559 
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 

 

Stop watching porn. Kill the kikes instead 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 07:22:31 0991bc No.10158535 

>>10157884 

What are the 13 words, anon? 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 07:29:33 a115f1 No.10158559>>10159386 

>>10155344 

>I consider free streaming porn to be a major  

problem because it reaches kids 

This, I was 16 when I first discovered porn only because I was thought as weirdo by even the freshmen for never seeing 

any kind of porn I first started masturbating to the point where I couldn't count, now I masturbate 3 times a day 

>>10158458 

quitting porn is easy but quitting masturbation is hard 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 07:29:46 29b351 No.10158560>>10158568 >>10158771 

File (hide): 37a1cb91eab671e⋯.jpg (97.53 KB, 499x641, 499:641, 1461034797577-1.jpg) 
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>>10150558 

No. 

Porn is blocked in Israel because it has "damaging influences in society". 

https://archive.is/bIxhI 

They also broadcast porn into muslim occupied territories for subversion and demoralization. 

https://archive.is/byh0Z 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 07:31:12 29b351 No.10158568 

>>10158560 

my bad 

https://archive.is/bIxhI 

https://archive.is/byh0Z 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 07:33:05 e96147 No.10158576 

File (hide): 8b6ab81973a9b96⋯.jpg (192.29 KB, 767x511, 767:511, image.jpg) 

 

>>10150470 

020 7589 7634 is the number on the awning. typing it into google gives you a restaurant named Zia Teresa located in 

London. pic related 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 08:06:23 39fde0 No.10158674 

I don't care about the repurcusions. Let's get this subversive shithead. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 08:24:17 e93708 No.10158732 

File (hide): 7feac11e082cd3e⋯.jpg (17.37 KB, 448x328, 56:41, DeathStarofDavid.jpg) 

 

>>10154803 

The 2nd picture gives the best insight into the end game. 

There are perks to the new tube economy for porn. Normalizing fetishes, increased degeneracy, data mining, etc. The first 

pic goes a bit crazy but I'm sure you've noticed in certain free porn or free songs what sounds like people having a 

discussion in the background. They aren't wrong, it's just subliminal messaging is pretty ineffective for the most part. 

The real end plan is multi pronged. When people cannot find value or a skill they can rely on, they become overtly sexual 

because sexual activity makes them feel good and gives them a sense of value. Rather than spending time trying to 
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develop a skill or develop as a person, people dump their time into becoming "le super cool guy" and try and bed as many 

partners as they can. 

But people don't act like this on their own. However if you erode families with broken single mother households, the 

likelyhood the child will be this kind of person goes up. You give them social media they have a Pavlovian conditioning to 

seek validation they are not receiving from acomplishment, likelyhood goes up. Drug them on anti depressants that give 

them energy but cause them to feel depressed, likelyhood goes up. Have College sold as 24/7 sex and drugs rather than 

a place to seek academic truth and have teachers that also teach the filth as academia, likelyhood goes up.  

Target women so their expectation of a real man is a hairless 6 pack pretty boy. Mix it with an ideology that teaches them 

in prime breeding years both they should do anything sexual without any consequence and men who use you for sex are 

evil, you have an entire generation of women who either don't breed or get knocked up and don't know/hate who ever the 

father is and think they can do everything on their own. 

Add to that women are targeted for social media validation and have become vapid and mindless. Women are easily 

manipulated. 

Now as for the men, chad thundercock will stop being the thunder god of cock by 35, gain weight, and feel depressed and 

worthless realizing they can do nothing to earn more than 25k a year. 

Or they may continue the thundercock status with careful matainence, but then get depressed because they can't pull in 

young 20 year old puss anymore and their standards are two high and they never developed a personality because they 

invested so much time in maintaining their body, and eventually become the boy toy of a 40 something with dried up 

ovaries and cash. 

The most insideous thing is now this is hardwired in us. You know damn well while you condemn porn here, you will most 

likely jerk it still and cannot break the habbit. But that's okay. People have jerked off and fucked for years. Subliminal 

messaging is not effective if you are aware. as long as you keep focus and try to fight, you slowly being reversing the 

process. 

TL;DR? The end game is to condition us to be useless to the point where we don't even have personalities and lose all 

humanity. Once you lose your humanity, oh boy…. 

Many of you are already caught in the porn trap, but thats fine. Just try to resist. You won't win overnight, but you will 

begin the reversing of the damage done. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 08:33:07 0192b9 No.10158771 

File (hide): 7e19844700ddb03⋯.png (158.3 KB, 413x663, 413:663, wew.png) 
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>>10158560  

>Porn is blocked in Israel because it has "damaging influences in society"  

just wew 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 08:46:45 95a14f No.10158836 

>>10155058 

This. Censorship doesn't work. Spread the word that it's a political implement to be weary of. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 09:56:21 2b8926 No.10159163 

>>10157518 

>Onanism 

>conflating correlation with causation  

You sound like some catholic faggot. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 10:10:13 defe12 No.10159232 
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>>10150472 

He doesn't own motherless or xvideos, good. 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 10:38:28 65936b No.10159366>>10159533 

>>10151045 

But Asian women are superior… 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 10:42:33 96d57d No.10159386>>10159434 

>>10158559 

The trick is to find something to do to distract you when the cravings come. Do you lift? 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 10:48:39 3fd78d No.10159414 

>>10155040 

ban the buying and selling of pornographic material. It bypasses the free speech argument altogether and ultimately, 

would resolve the issue of partners sending nudes or other such things which are typically the pitfalls of pornographic 

censorship. Treat porn actors like prostitutes. make it just as bad. make it impossible to have a "porn empire" 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 10:51:21 a115f1 No.10159434 

>>10159386 

yes, full body 3x a week should probably do 4 or 5 days 5 sets of 8 every exercise, I'm also re-learning piano 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 11:11:32 a4aa8d No.10159533>>10159559 

>>10159366 

Checked for oven-worthy ironic shitposting 

 

▶Anonymous  06/27/17 (Tue) 11:15:42 0991bc No.10159559 

>>10159533 

Checked for revving up the ovens. 
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